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Abstract. For a turbine mounted on a floating platform, extreme induced loads can be increased

ot

by up to 1.6 times those experience by a turbine situated on a fixed base. If these loads cannot
be reduced, towers must be strengthened which will result in increased costs and weight. These

tN

tower loads would be additionally exasperated for a pitch-to-feather controlled turbine by a
phenomenon generally referred to as 'negative damping', if it were not avoided. Preventing

rip

negative damping from occurring on a pitch-to-feather controlled floating platform, negatively
affects rotor speed control and regulated power performance. However, minimising the blade

sc

bending moment response can result in a reduction in the tower fore-aft moment response,
which can increase the tower life. A variable speed, variable pitch-to-stall floating semi-

Ma
nu

submersible wind turbine, which does not suffer from the negative damping and hence provides
a more regulated power output, is presented. This incorporates a back twist blade profile such
that the blade twist, starting at the root, initially twists towards stall and, at some pre-determined
‘initiation’ point, changes direction to twist back towards feather until the tip. Wind frequency

ce
pt
ed

weighting was applied to the tower axial fatigue life trends of different blade profiles and a
preferred blade back twist profile was identified. This had a back twist angle of -3° and started
at 87.5% along the blade length and achieved a 5.1% increase in the tower fatigue life.
Keywords: floating offshore wind turbine (FOWT); pitch-to-stall; blade back twist; tower axial

Ac

fatigue life

1. Introduction

Increasing the proportion of our energy that comes from renewable sources is imperative. Across the globe,
extreme environmental events are increasing driven by indisputable anthropogenic contributions to climate change
[1]. Unfortunately, this disproportionately effects the world’s poorest people, which has likely contributed to the
lack of adequate speedy action on the part of the world’s economic leaders. If greenhouse gas emissions continue
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to rise, then it is predicted that the planet will experience a 1.5 °C human-orchestrated global warming impact by
2030 [2]. This will cause wide spread issues with food, water security, flooding, droughts and storm conditions,
which will shadow the devastating impact from global warming, that has already been seen in recent years.

was derived from wind power in 2018, with an increasing proportion of nearly 10% of that wind energy coming

te

d

from offshore farms [3]. Floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs), which permit the use of a wider range of

di

offshore sites, thus increasing global offshore wind potential, are still in the developmental stage. However,

ye

worldwide predictions are for a 5% contribution of the global offshore wind energy market by 2030 [4].

Co
p

The loads experienced by turbines situated on floating platforms, rather than a fixed base, are often increased,
varying in both magnitude and origin, depending upon the platform design as well as on environmental conditions.
Extreme induced tower base bending moments of a FOWT, have been shown to increase by up to 1.6 times those

ot

experienced by the same turbine with a fixed base [5]. If these loads cannot be reduced, towers will need additional

tN

strengthening, resulting in increased costs and weight.

rip

As the frequencies of the floating platform’s motions (surge, sway, roll and pitch) are generally one or more orders
of magnitudes lower than for fixed turbines, when the turbine pitches-to-feather to control the rotor speed above

sc

rated wind speeds, a reduced performance is seen. This results in the rotor speed regulation not achieving a smooth

Ma
nu

response, and hence, negatively effecting the generated power output [6]. This performance drop is caused by the
need to set the pitch control bandwidth at a lower frequency to avoid the first resonance modes of the turbine
tower and thus avoid the negative damping, which can occur due to the continuous reduction in rotor thrust seen

ce
pt
ed

when pitching-to-feather. If unchecked, negative damping can create instability in the tower fore-aft response, as
well as oscillations and hence increased tower fatigue. One solution to improve the regulation of the rotor speed
and power generation of floating turbines could be to utilise turbines that still provide variable-speed, variablepitch control but by, instead, pitching towards stall. This is because, as found by Larsen and Hanson [6], this

Ac

control method is not susceptible to ‘negative damping’ issues. The avoidance of negative thrust issues occurs
since, as the wind velocity increases (in the above rated wind speed range), the rotor thrust increases for a stall
controlled turbine, whereas for a feather controlled turbine the thrust diminishes, creating a negative derivative
with respect to the wind speed [7]. Hence, active pitch-to-stall control enables a higher control frequency setting
to be employed within the blade pitch controller, which improves both rotor speed regulation and power quality.
However, pitching to stall often results in higher blade loads as well as deflection [8], although the peaks seen in
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passive stall blades are less likely to occur on an actively pitching-to-stall turbine. Also, thrust and torque are
more stable as the pitch angle variations during operation in Region 3 are small for stall control compared to
feather [9].

floating turbine with active variable speed, variable pitch-to-stall (VSVP-S) control. However, these both utilized

te

d

blades predominantly designed for feather control [6] [10]. Also, although reducing the tower response is often

di

highlighted as a main design criteria for floating turbines due to the increased loads, research has generally focused

ye

on platform pitch damping [10] [11] [12]. However, reducing the blade bending moment response can also
dampen the tower response, as has been observed with bend-twist coupled blades. These blades can be created by

Co
p

changes to the curved blade geometry in terms of twist, pre-bending, or the deflection that occurs under loads
[13]. Twist, pre-bending or sweep are generally designed into the blade and implemented during manufacture and,

ot

under load, additional twist and bend will also be experienced. The blade can also be designed such that a

tN

deflection under load creates a reduction in the blade bending moment as the wind speed increases. Blade twist is
standardly employed on large blades [13] [14] [15] and has been shown to reduce blade vibrations and fatigue as

rip

well as tower fore-aft frequency response on the 10 MW DTU (The Technical University of Denmark) turbine,

sc

when pitching-to-feather [13]. Reversal of the direction of the blade twist profile at some point along the length,
referred to as ‘back twist’ throughout the remainder of this study, has also been employed for fixed-stall blades.

Ma
nu

Thus, the blade twist, starting at the root, initially twists towards stall and, at some pre-determined ‘initiation’
point, changes direction to twist back towards feather until the tip. This helps to keep the airflow attached to the
blade nearer the tip at higher wind speeds, which increases the power production for that section of the blade [14].

ce
pt
ed

Generally the back twists explored have been of only a couple of degrees but have varied in initiation point from
approximately 5 to 70% along the blade radius, measured from the tip [13] [14]. The design criteria of blade twist
often focuses on maximising the turbine’s power, as such, changing the setting of the constant pitch angle below
rated wind speed has also been employed to optimize the energy output [9]. This work builds on the research

Ac

presented on a VSVP-S FOWT by Ward et al [7], which investigated the effect on tower axial fatigue of a blade
back twist that started at a distance of 75% along the blade radius, as measured from the root. For the
semisubmersible platform analysed, an increase in the tower axial fatigue life of over 20% was achieved when
operating in turbulent mean winds of 13mps. These results highlighted the requirement for a further systematic
investigation into the benefits in terms of tower life extension, due to changes in the back-twist magnitude or on
the role of its initiation point on a VSVP-S controlled FOWT.
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Ostachowicz et al [16] state that, as the twist distribution of a coupled blade is dependent upon the wind speed,
the blade cannot therefore be designed with a set tip-speed-ratio. Two methods to determine the non-optimal blade
twist are proposed by [16]. The blade twist of a coupled blade is classed as non-optimal since fatigue is often
reduced, but this may be at the expense of a reduction in the power generated. The first method is an iterative

d

pre-twist required to achieve this at a specific wind speed. Iterative procedures used to optimise both blade twist

te

and chord of a site specific passive stall blade, have however experienced difficulty at the early stages of the

di

process, as the required angle of attack was outside the operational range [17]. The second method suggested was

ye

to optimise the blade twist at a specific wind profile. However, the authors that proposed this approach believed

Co
p

it has not yet been explored [16]. Currently there are no large, VSVP-S blade designs in use on floating platforms,
partly because of a lack of understanding of a stalled blades aerodynamic behaviour [9]. Thus the iterative
procedure would be more complex to apply than optimisation at a specific wind speed, as assessing the suitability

ot

of a specific twist is not a question of optimising an already commissioned blade design with an ideal twist for a

tN

specified tip-speed ratio.

rip

This paper therefore aims to explore the effects of both the back twist’s initiation point and its twist angle under

sc

a specific wind profile. The main desired outcome of presenting a preferred blade back twist for a specific site, is
to reduce the tower fore-aft moment response and hence increase the tower fatigue life of a floating offshore semi-

Ma
nu

submersible wind turbine without overly adversely affecting the energy generated. The effect on both tower
fatigue and energy generation of the constant pitch angle below rated wind speed setting will also be examined.
A comprehensive optimisation would be beyond the scope of this work, since it should include a more advanced

ce
pt
ed

aero-elastic model of the blades and tower.

2. Simulation Model

2.1. Dynamics model approach

Ac

The aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulation models used in this study are based on the open source semi-submersible
floating platform coupled to a 3 bladed 5 MW horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) and moored with 3 catenary
mooring lines modelled utilizing MoorDyn. The mooring system dynamics are predicted assuming that each of
the 3 mooring lines are a lumped mass and also accounts for the effects due to the buoyancy forces, weight,
damping and axial forces as well as the hydrodynamic forces that have been derived utilizing Morison’s equation.
More details of the mooring system design can be found in the international OC4 Phase II study [18] [19] 20].
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This OC4 Phase II study compared several offshore simulation code packages. The open source aero-hydro-servoelastic fully coupled time domain simulation code package, FAST v8 [21], was employed to generate a range of
platform and turbine responses in different environmental settings. FAST v8 can predict aerodynamic loading as
well as rotor and wake effects on the blades and, for a floating structure, the aerodynamic models are linked to

d

simulations within the time domain to be performed. FAST utilizers the Leishman-Beddoes dynamic stall model

te

executed through AeroDyn. The potential flow theory hydrodynamic approach was implement in this study and

di

utilized the frequency domain code WAMIT to derive the 1st and 2nd order hydrodynamic coefficients [18] [19]

ye

[20]. Identifying errors within aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulation codes and/or models can be challenging due to

Co
p

the complex nature of the loads under analysis, however the OC4 Phase II study simulation results from the
different simulation code packages are all open source, which allowed for model and initial response validation.
More details of the capabilities of the FAST simulation code can be found in the documentation by Jonkman and

tN

ot

Buhl [21].

2.2. Methodology

rip

The 1/50th Froude-scaled experimental model as used as part of the US DeepCWind project [22], is the foundation

sc

of the simulation model of the semi-submersible floating platform, and is connected to the seabed by three
catenary mooring lines. The tower of the 5 MW NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory) turbine was

Ma
nu

amended as part of the OC4 phase II study [18], such that the mode shapes of the tower were altered to make them
suitable for the additional flexibility required when coupled to this type of floating platform. Hence, the connection
between the tower base and the platform is represented as a cantilever beam rather than the rigid connection used

ce
pt
ed

for a fixed base turbine. The turbine has a rotor diameter of 126 m and a hub height of 90 m above sea water level
(SWL). The rated rotor speed is 12.1 rpm, which is achieved at a wind speed of 11.4 mps and it is a variable speed,
variable pitch-to-feather wind turbine. Further details on all aspects of the simulation models can be found in

Ac

Robertson et al [18] and Jonkman et al [20].
There are three main models defined in the present work.
1.

A conventional ‘Feather Base Model’ against which all other models are compared and which pitchesto-feather utilizing a constant-torque pitch controller with gain scheduling that avoids negative damping,
as defined within the OC4 Phase II study [18].
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2.

A VSVP-S wind turbine, which has all the same simulation model characteristics as the ‘Feather Base
Model’, with the exception that the lift coefficients of the blade aerofoils, which have been altered so
that a smoother transition occurs with changes in the angle-of attack, as suggested and provided by [10].
This model, which pitches-to-stall is generally referred to as the ‘Stall Test Model’.
A ‘Stall Back Twist Model’, which pitches-to-stall and which incorporates the changes made to the blade

d

lift coefficients of the ‘Stall Test Model’ and further imposes a linear back twist towards feather. Thus,

te

the blade initially starts to twist at the root, first towards stall and then at some pre-determined point

di

changes direction to twist back towards feather until the tip, whereupon the specified back twist angle is

ye

reached. The basic ‘Stall Back Twist Model’ is further divided into a series of 12 models, each with a

Co
p

unique equispaced combination of back twist angle and initiation point as outlined in Table 1.
Initially, short 600s simulations were carried out at twist distances (at equally spaced intervals) for most of the

ot

blade length. However, at higher initiation points from the tip more blade vibrations were observed along with

tN

other simulation problems. Hence, the twists initiated have been confined to the last 25% of the blade (closer to
the tip). Further details on the rotor thrust, power curves and pitch angles for the Feather Base Model and Stall

rip

Test Model, as derived through steady state analysis over the full range of operational wind speeds, are provided

sc

by Ward et al [7].

Test ID

Active variable
pitch blade
control
Feather
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall

Ac

ce
pt
ed

Feather Base Model
Stall Test Model
Stall Back Twist Model 1
Stall Back Twist Model 2
Stall Back Twist Model 3
Stall Back Twist Model 4
Stall Back Twist Model 5
Stall Back Twist Model 6
Stall Back Twist Model 7
Stall Back Twist Model 8
Stall Back Twist Model 9
Stall Back Twist Model 10
Stall Back Twist Model 11
Stall Back Twist Model 12

Ma
nu

Table 1. Model parameters

OMAE-19-1199 Ward

Twist angle
Proportional
Integral
Twist starting distance
increase at gain at 18mps, gain at 18mps,
from bade root
the tip (°)
Kp (s)
Ki
(%)
(m)
0
0
0
Inbuilt gain scheduler
0
0
0
-0.865
-0.371
75.0
46.1
-0.917
-0.393
-3
87.5
53.8
-0.895
-0.383
-3
92.8
57.0
-0.880
-0.377
-3
75.0
46.1
-1.105
-0.474
-6
87.5
53.8
-0.981
-0.421
-6
92.8
57.0
-0.934
-0.400
-6
75.0
46.1
-1.414
-0.606
-9
87.5
53.8
-1.104
-0.473
-9
92.8
57.0
-1.000
-0.429
-9
75.0
46.1
-1.706
-0.731
-12
87.5
53.8
-1.216
-0.521
-12
92.8
57.0
-1.016
-0.435
-12

6
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2.3. Control strategy approach
To pitch the turbine blades towards stall to control rotor speed by keeping the rotor torque constant when wind
speeds are above the rated speed of 11.4 mps, a feedback Proportional-Integral (PI) controller was built in

the wind speed range with values derived at 18 mps steady winds for each model. The controller also incorporated

d

a pitch rate limiter set to the industrial norm of +/- 8 °/s [23] and an anti-windup filter [24]. At wind speeds below

di

ye

controller and the process to obtain the gain settings can be found in Ward et al [7].

te

rated, the controller did not change the pitch angle for either the feather or stall designs. More details of this

The proportional and integral gains were unique to each stall model and were derived using a single degree of

Co
p

freedom (DOF) model of the angular shaft rotation as detailed by Larsen and Hanson [6], and Jonkman et al [20].
The derivative gain, KD, has been set to zero as proposed by Hansen et al [25]. A constant gain derived at steady

ot

winds of 18mps was chosen for each model that was actively pitching-to-stall, as the pitch angle becomes double-

tN

valued , such that the same blade pitch angle is seen at different wind speeds within Region 3 which would make

ce
pt
ed

Ma
nu

sc

rip

the implementation of a gain scheduler more complex [20].

Figure 1. Pitch-to-stall feedback proportional-integral controller

3. Test conditions

Ac

To better understand the trends and effects of both back twist magnitude (BTM) and back twist initiation point
(BTIP), a selection of relevant responses at 3 separate mean turbulent wind speeds were analysed. The specific
environmental conditions were for a site based in the North Sea approximately 100 miles north-east of Aberdeen
[26]. The sea depth for the site was unmeasured and so has been estimated at 200 m. Table 2, shows the conditions
applicable for a turbine with a hub height of 90 m above SWL, as derived from the data accumulated by Geos
[26], with the highlighted pathways applicable to the 3 mean stochastic turbulent wind speeds analysed. The mean
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turbulent wind speed of 8 mps was chosen to represent the below rated wind speed conditions, as the 1st tower
fore-aft bending natural frequency occurs when the rotor speed is estimated to be approximately 9.2 rpm. The
second mean turbulent wind speed chosen was 13 mps, as this is representative of the wind speed region around
the rated wind speed of 11.4 mps. Lastly, a mean turbulent wind of 18 mps represents the upper operational range

te

d

wind speed, at which the turbine would be expected to close down to prevent damage occurring.

Ac

ce
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ed
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nu
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tN

ot

Co
p

ye

di

Table 2. Average annual environmental conditions at grid point 59.300N 0.475E

For the wind files the Kaimal wind spectrum and IEC turbulent intensity model B was used throughout [27], along
with a power law exponent of 0.14 and a surface roughness length of 0.03 m. These turbulent wind velocity time
histories were derived from 10 minute periodic stochastic turbulent mean winds, as recommended in the IEC
61400-3-1 standard [28]. The 10 minute interval is based on the wind variation spectral gap between the diurnal
and turbulent peaks. However, analysis was conducted on 3 hour simulations, after the first 300 seconds was
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discarded to avoid transient responses. The choice of 3 hour simulation length was made partly due to the results
presented by Li et al [29] where the relative error for 1 hour simulations exceeded 23% compared to 2 hour
simulations. The other factor in this choice was that the statistical content of 1 x 3 hour simulation resembles that
of 3 x 1 hour simulations, allowing the random seed requirement to be reduced [30]. This enabled the wind inflow

d

adequate estimations of the fatigue of the tower to be obtained from the axial stress at different wind speeds, using

te

a Rainflow cycle counting algorithm within MATLAB [31]. As the cross sectional area of the tower base is

ye

di

symmetrical, the axial stress can be found utilizing Equation 1 [29].

Eq (1)

Co
p

Axial Stress = (Fzt/A)+((Myt.Cos(Ø)-Mxt.Sin(Ø))*(ro/I))

where; Fzt is the axial force at the base of the tower (kN), A is the cross-sectional area of the tower base (0.55 m²),

ot

Myt is the fore-aft moment at the base of the tower (kN/m), Ø is the wind angle, Mxt is the side to side moment at

tN

the base of the tower (kN/m), ro is the tower base cylinder central radius (3.24 m) and I (as Ix = Iy) is the sectional

rip

moment of area (m⁴).

Outputs are normalised with respect to the ‘Feather Base Model’ results, and are from the combined results from

sc

3 x 3 hour simulations, each with 3 unique sets of random wind and wave seeds. The significant wave height and

Ma
nu

spectral peak period for each sea state are those specified in Table 2 at the relevant wind speed of a specific
simulation run. All responses in turbulent wind conditions were obtained with all of the 16 wind turbine and 6

4. Results

ce
pt
ed

platform DOF enabled as detailed in depth by Jonkman et al [20].

4.1. Constant pitch angle below rated trends
To enable the analysis of the effects of BTM and BTIP on tower axial fatigue life, an initial study on the effects

Ac

on the constant pitch angle setting below rated was performed at mean turbulent winds of 8 and 13 mps. The
responses at 18 mps winds were unaffected as the wind speed did not drop below the rated speed of 11.4 mps,
throughout the simulations. These were obtained with all the DOF relative to a 3 bladed HAWT enabled. Fig 2
shows the normalized ratio outputs as compared to the ‘Feather Base Model’ of a selection of load responses for
a blade with a back twist angle of -6° as measured at the blade tip and applied at 3 initiation points along the blade
length. The three initiation points presented are 75%, 87.5% and 92.75% as measured along the blade length from
the root. Three different constant pitch angles below rated were analysed, 0°, -2° and -4°.
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Figure 2. Normalized ratios to the ‘Feather Base Model’ of various outputs with increasing constant pitch angle
below rated wind speed (PBR) and an increasing initiation point (IP), as measured from the blade root at 8 mps
(left) and 13 mps (right) mean turbulent winds.
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When winds of 8 mps were experienced, the tower axial fatigue life was highest when the constant pitch angle
was set at 0° and when the back twist initiation point started higher up the blade (Fig 2(a)). However the average
generated power was only equal to the ‘Feather Base Model’ when the twist was either initiated close to the tip at
a constant pitch angle of 0° or when the angle was increased to -2° and closer to the root (Fig 2(c). The rotor

te

d

fatigue life increased, when the constant pitch angle was either 0° or -2° (Fig 2(e, g, i, k).

di

The tower axial fatigue life at 13 mps steadily increased as the constant pitch angle increased from 0° to -4°, with

ye

the maximum seen at the initiation point of 92.75%, hence the point closest to the tip (Fig 2(b)). However the
generated energy was slightly reduced compared to that available from the ‘Feather Base Model’ at the higher

Co
p

fatigue life (Fig 2(d)). The rotor thrust, platform pitch, blade deflection and blade flapwise bending moment range
responses all decreased with a corresponding increase in the tower axial fatigue life (Fig 2(f, h, j, l). The decision

ot

was therefore made to have an intermediary constant pitch angle, such that the analysis stipulated a constant pitch

rip

4.2. Back twist angle and initiation point trends

tN

angle setting of 0° when the mean turbulent wind was 8 mps and -4° when the mean was 13 mps.

Fig 3 shows the normalized ratio outputs as compared to the ‘Feather Base Model’, of a selection of relevant load

sc

analysis results at four different BTM and 3 different BTIPs along the blade radius (measured from the blade

Ma
nu

root). The tower fore-aft bending moment range was not included as this duplicated the trend of the tower axial
fatigue life for all scenarios and hence was well represented by the fatigue life responses. The four different
equispaced back twist angles were -3°, -6° -9° and -12°, as measured from the blade tip such that they all start to

ce
pt
ed

twist back towards feather at a specific initiation point. Three BTIP are presented at 75%, 87.5% and 92.75% as
measured along the blade length from the root. A constant pitch angle below rated of -4° was also imposed at 13
mps as higher fatigue reductions were achieved with this setting. The original constant pitch angle of 0° was
applied when the mean winds conditions were lower at 8 mps. The constant pitch angle was not relevant when

Ac

the higher 18mps winds were experienced as conditions remained within Region 3 throughout the simulations.
At mean turbulent winds of 8 mps, the tower axial fatigue life decreased as the back twist initiation point became
closer to the blade tip at all back twist angles and increased as the back twist angle increased (Fig 3(a)). Therefore
a the maximum fatigue life increase of over 12% compared to the ‘Feather Base Model was realised at a back
twist angle of -12° and an initiation point of 75%. However, the trend clearly showed that increases in the tower
axial fatigue life came at the expense of the generated power for all models, with an unacceptable drop in generated
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thrust, platform pitch, blade deflection and blade flapwise bending moment ranges decreased as the tower axial
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energy of 16% at the maximum fatigue life (Fig 3(a, d)). Decreases in the rotor thrust, platform pitch, blade
deflection and blade flapwise bending moment ranges, all resulted in tower axial fatigue life increases (Fig 3(g, j,

te
di
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Co
p
ot
tN
rip
sc
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nu
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ed
Ac
Figure 3. Normalized ratios to the ‘Feather Base Model’ of various outputs with increasing back twist angles
(BT) and an increasing initiation point (IP), as measured from the blade root at 8 mps (left), 13 mps (centre) and
18 mps (right) mean turbulent winds.
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The tower axial fatigue life at 13 mps mean turbulent winds achieved an increase +20% compared to the ‘Feather
Base Model’ for all back twist angles initiated at 92.75% from the blade root, hence the initiation point closest to
the tip (Fig 3(b)). The back twist angle had little influence except for a notable drop for both -9° and -12° at the
initiation point of 75%, the point closest to the blade root. A slight drop of less than 1% in generated energy was

te

d

The rotor thrust, platform pitch, blade deflection and blade flapwise bending moment range responses followed

di

the same trend as at 8 mps, such that a decrease in all these ranges generally corresponded with an increase in the

ye

tower axial fatigue life (Fig 3(h, k, n, q)).

Co
p

At 18 mps the variation in tower axial fatigue life due to blade twist angle and initiation point was more
pronounced such that the fatigue life increased by 12% compared to the ‘Feather Base Model’ as the BTM
increased to 12° but reduced as the BTIP approached the tip(Fig 3(c)). Generated energy was unaffected by both

ot

back twist angle and initiation point (Fig 3(f)). Decreases in the rotor thrust, blade deflection and blade flapwise

tN

bending moment ranges had corresponding increases in tower axial fatigue life (Fig 3(i, o, r), however the platform

rip

pitch response range varied little, although the fatigue life variation between models was up to 44% in range.
In order to take into account the likely occurrence of the different wind speed cases, a weighted analysis that takes

sc

account of the distribution of probability of occurrence was conducted. This was applied to the tower axial fatigue

Ma
nu

life and average generated power for each model, corresponding to the ‘% of total operating time’ seen in Table
2 within the Section 3, for each of the 3 mean turbulent wind speeds analysed. These results were then compared
against the weighted ‘Feather Base Model’ results and are presented in Table 3.

Ac

ce
pt
ed

Table 3. Weighted tower axial fatigue life and generated power for each back twist model.

For each back twist model an overall increase in fatigue life was seen, ranging from approximately 3% to 12%.
The higher fatigue life increases were seen when the twist was initiate closer to the root at a distance of 75% along
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also seen (Fig 3(e)).
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the blade and with higher back twist angles. However, increases in fatigue life was at the expense of the generated
power, with a maximum loss from the combined results over all three wind speeds of 3.88%.

5. Discussion

d

the winds are below the rated wind speed of 11.4 mps), it was clearly highlighted that reductions in the variance

te

of both blade flapwise bending moment and blade deflection created a corresponding reduction in the range of the

di

rotor thrust (Fig 2). The reduced thrust force range then reduced the range of both the platform pitch and tower

ye

fore-aft motion, which consequently increased the tower axial fatigue life. Although the range of the thrust force

Co
p

is lower, there is a significant rise in the thrust force from rated wind speed to the cut-out wind speed of 25 m/s.
This could cause the mean inclination of the floating turbine to increase. To account for this a semi-submersible
floating turbine can incorporate an active water ballast system that can be adjusted as required during the different

ot

environmental operating conditions.

tN

The responses in mean winds of 8 and 13 mps winds to the constant pitch angle changes were opposed to each

rip

other. Hence, the rotor thrust range decreased as the constant pitch angle became smaller and the angle of attack
induced at 8 mps was reduced, but the opposite response was observed when operating in 13 mps such that

sc

increasing the angle of attack at the higher wind speeds reduced the thrust range and hence increased the tower

Ma
nu

axial fatigue life.

At both 8 and 18 mps mean turbulent winds, the tower axial fatigue life decreased as the back twist initiation point
became closer to the blade tip at all back twist angles and increased as the back twist angle increased (Fig 3 (a,c)).

ce
pt
ed

Thus the aerodynamic damping and hence thrust reduction provided by the back twist angle was at its highest for
an angle of -12° initiated at the point closest to the blade root for both environments. However, the damping
provided by this blade profile is lower at 18mps than at 8 mps when compared to the ‘Feather Base Model’
responses at these wind speeds. Also, although the tower axial fatigue life increase with this back twist blade

Ac

profile is 12% higher at 8 mps than for pitch-to-feather control, this comes at an unacceptable loss of 16% in the
average energy generated. Thus the chosen back twist profile must find a compromise between tower fatigue life
increase and energy generation.
For all blade profiles a large increase in fatigue life was seen for all the pitch-to-stall back twist models at 13 mps
winds, which exceeded 20% for all back twist angles initiated at 92.75%, compared to the ‘Feather Base Model’
(Fig 3 (b)). There was no noticeable trend however, as changes to the back twist angle and initiation point had
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From the analysis of the effects on the tower axial fatigue life of varying the constant pitch angle setting (when
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much less influence at 13 mps, except for a notable drop in fatigue life for the higher back twist angles when the
initiation point was closest to the blade root. This drop corresponds to an increase in the platform pitch, blade
deflection and blade flapwise bending moment response ranges, however, the same increases were seen at lower
back twist magnitudes nearer the root without causing a fatigue life reduction. A slight drop (of up to 1%) in

te

d

The rotor thrust, blade deflection and blade flapwise bending moment range responses followed the same trends,

di

such that if their response to variations in the wind speed was reduced, a corresponding increase was seen in the

ye

tower fatigue life as the tower motion was also reduced.

Co
p

Reductions in the platform pitch response at 8 and 13mps also created an increase in the tower axial fatigue life.
However, at 18 mps the platform pitch response was unaffected by rotor thrust reductions, even though these
reductions directly translated into reduced tower fore-aft motion and hence increased tower axial fatigue life that

ot

varied by up to 44% in range. This therefore concurs with the findings of Lackner [11], where tower load

tN

reductions are not always achieved through decreases in the platform pitch response, and hence tower motion

rip

reduction, that impedes the inertial and gravitational loads, should be the target.
A weighted analysis of all the back twist profile results allowed a compromise between tower fatigue life increase

sc

and energy generation reduction to be considered. From that weighted analysis an optimum back twist profile for

Ma
nu

the presented semi-submersible FOWT in the defined environment conditions can be identified. When specifying
maximum energy generation, then a back twist angle of -3° initiated at 87.5% along the blade from the root is
optimum, with a tower axial fatigue life increase compared to the ‘Feather Base Model’ of 5.1%, achieved with

ce
pt
ed

just a 0.14% reduction in energy. However, if an energy loss of up to 1% was acceptable then although this would
stipulate that the back twist angle did not exceed -6°, suggesting an optimum initiation point would be more
complex as a defined trend does not appear within the weighted results.

Ac

6. Conclusions

Within most numerical studies, the turbines mounted on floating platforms are generally those that have been
designed for fixed bases, however the induced tower base bending moments of a FOWT have been shown to
increase by up to 1.6 times. If these loads are not reduced, then towers must be strengthened which results in
increased costs and weight for both the tower and floating platform. The regulation of the power generation is
also seen to suffer for a FOWT, due to the need to avoid the negative damping created by the drop in rotor thrust
of a turbine with pitch-to-feather control.
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generated energy was also seen for all back twist models at this wind.
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The aim of this research was to investigate the effects on the tower axial fatigue life of both increasing the back
twist angle and the point along the blade where the back twist initiates at, for a VSVP-S controlled 5MW HAWT.
This was coupled to a semi-submersible floating platform with a constant pitch angle setting below rating. Then,
through examination of the aerodynamic damping, and hence changes to the rotor thrust created by the different

d

environments. This then allowed a further weighted analysis accounting for wind frequency at the specific site,

te

so that an optimum blade profile for minimum energy loss could be presented. Also, by utilizing VSVP-S control,

ye

di

the issues relating to the negative damping phenomenon were avoided.

The proposed approach has achieved its aim by highlighting the trends at each mean wind speed analysed, due to

Co
p

the introduction of a back twist towards feather along part of the blade length, which then allowed an optimum
blade profile for tower fatigue reduction, with minimum energy loss to be presented from combined weighted

ot

responses.

tN

The rotor thrust range was seen to decrease when the constant pitch angle decreased, and hence the angle of attack

rip

decreased at 8 mps winds, which resulted in a reduction in the fore-aft motion of the tower. Hence, the optimum
constant pitch angle of 0° was the most appropriate at this wind speed. For 13mps winds, the trend from the effects

sc

of a constant pitch angle were the complete opposite, such that increases in the angle of attack reduced the thrust

Ma
nu

range and hence increased the tower axial fatigue life. Therefore, the optimum constant pitch angle of -4° was the
most applicable for this environment. Two constant pitch angles were therefore imposed, that came into effect
when the turbine was operating in winds below rated, such that at wind speed between 8 mps and 13 mps, the

ce
pt
ed

constant pitch angle setting would increase from 0° to -4°.
The trends for both increases in the back twist angle and in the initiation point distance along the blade were the
same in both 8 and 18 mps winds, such that the tower axial fatigue life was seen to decrease as the back twist
initiation point moved closer to the blade tip (for all of the back twist angles), and increased as the back twist

Ac

angle increased.

There were no noticeable trends seen due to changes in either the back twist angle or initiation point at 13 mps.
However, the tower fatigue life was seen to exceed that achieved by the ‘Feather Base Model’ for all the back
twist models at 13 mps winds, with a 20% increase achieved for all back twist angles initiated at 92.75% along
the blade length.
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blade profiles, the trends were identified when the FOWT was operating in three different mean turbulent wind
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At 18 mps the platform pitch response was unaffected by rotor thrust reductions, which agrees with the findings
of Lackner [11] such that decreased tower loads do not always correspond to reductions in the platform pitch
response range.

optimum blade profile, for this FOWT in this specific environment, to have a back twist angle of -3° that initiated

te

d

at a point 87.5% along the blade as measured from the root. This is identified as ‘Stall Back Twist Model 5’ in

di

Table 1 of Section 2.3. This provided a tower axial fatigue life increase compared to the ‘Feather Base Model’ of

ye

5.1%, achieved with just a 0.14% reduction in energy.

Co
p

The effect of a higher constant pitch angle below rated for operation in mean winds around 13 mps could identify
even higher reductions in tower fatigue. This knowledge could also be particularly applicable for turbine life
increase, as the decommissioning date approaches, such that the constant pitch angle below rated of a VSVP-S

ot

blade could be increased to extend the life of a turbine tower, a situation where the energy loss may be deemed to

tN

be worth the increased operational life achieved.

rip

The blade profiles presented in this study give an initial indication of the trends and possible benefits for turbine
towers mounted on floating platforms that utilize a VSVP-S and back twisting blades. However, the blade designs

sc

are preliminary, and a fully detailed design that could provide a smoother transition in the thrust-speed curve could

Ma
nu

be beneficial, as would more detailed analyse of the loads experienced by the rotor and all of the other turbine
systems, by the introduction of a back twist to the blade. A future study would also need to examine the effects
on the tower fatigue life from shear stress due to torsion. Further analysis on acceptable energy loss for tower

ce
pt
ed

fatigue life increase would also be beneficial in selecting an optimum back twist blade profile for a specific site.
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Table caption list
Table 1. Model parameters
Table 2. Average annual environmental conditions at grid point 59.300N 0.475E
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Figure caption list
Figure 1. Pitch-to-stall feedback proportional-integral controller
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Figure 2. Normalized ratios to the ‘Feather Base Model’ of various outputs with increasing constant pitch angle
below rated wind speed (PBR) and an increasing initiation point (IP), as measured from the blade root at 8 mps

ot

(left) and 13 mps (right) mean turbulent winds.
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Figure 3. Normalized ratios to the ‘Feather Base Model’ of various outputs with increasing back twist angles (BT)
and an increasing initiation point (IP), as measured from the blade root at 8 mps (left), 13 mps (centre) and 18
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mps (right) mean turbulent winds.
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Table 3. Weighted tower axial fatigue life and generated power for each back twist model.

